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Abstract Lake phosphorus concentrations are
strongly influenced by the surrounding landscape that
generates phosphorus loads and water inflow to lakes,
and the physical characteristics of the lake that
determine the fate of these inputs. In addition, the
presence, connectivity, and configuration of upstream
lakes and wetlands likely affect downstream lake
phosphorus concentrations. These freshwater landscape features have only sometimes been incorporated
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into phosphorus loading models, perhaps because of
the need for spatially-explicit approaches that account
for their location and hydrologic configuration. In this
paper, we developed a lake phosphorus concentration
model that includes three modules to estimate phosphorus loading, water inflow, and phosphorus retention, respectively. In modeling phosphorus loading and
water inflow, we used a spatially-explicit approach to
address their export at sources and their attenuation
along flow-paths. We used 161 headwater lakes for
model calibration and 28 headwater lakes for model
validation. Using the calibrated model, we examined
the effects of upstream lakes and wetlands on downstream lake phosphorus concentrations. To examine
the effects of upstream lakes, we compared the output
of the calibrated model for three additional datasets
(208 lakes in total) that contained increasing area of
upstream lakes. To examine the effect of upstream
wetlands, we used the calibrated model to compare
flow-path cell series that contained wetlands and those
that did not. In addition, we simulated catchments in
which all wetlands were converted to forest and
recalculated downstream lake phosphorus concentrations. We found that upstream lakes decreased the
phosphorus concentrations in downstream lakes; and,
counter-intuitively, we found that wetlands increased
phosphorus concentrations in most downstream lakes.
The latter result was due to the fact that although
wetlands reduced phosphorus loads to downstream
lakes, they also reduced water inflow to downstream
lakes and thus increased the phosphorus concentration
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of inflows to lakes. Our results suggest that when
modeling lake phosphorus concentrations, freshwater
features of the landscape and their spatial arrangement
should be taken into account.
Keywords Lake phosphorus concentration 
Spatially-explicit modeling  Wetland  Upstream lake 
Flow-path  Distance-attenuation effect

Introduction
Nutrient concentrations in freshwater ecosystems are
strongly influenced by two categories of factors: the
surrounding landscape that generates nutrient and
water inflow, and the physical characteristics of the
water body that determine the fate of these inputs. For
lakes, the latter factor has been effectively incorporated into empirical models that predict lake nutrient
concentrations as a function of water depth, hydraulic
residence times, and nutrient loads (Vollenweider
1976; Reckhow and Chapra 1983). However, for
lakes, the effect of the surrounding landscape on
nutrient and water inflow has been less effectively
modeled, in part because of the large amount of spatial
complexity that influences nutrient and water transport
to them. This spatial complexity results in several
challenges in modeling landscape effects on lake
nutrient concentrations. First, incorporating greater
spatial complexity in models requires large amounts of
calibration data, which often are not available, as has
been recognized in several reviews of the topic (e.g.,
Grayson et al. 1992; Breuer et al. 2008). Second,
choosing which of the many land-based catchment
features, such as soils, topography, and land use/land
cover (LULC) types, to include in a spatially-explicit
manner is often not clear. Third, a challenge that has
received far less attention is the need to account for the
composition and spatial configuration of the freshwater landscape, such as the presence of upstream lakes
and wetlands and the hydrologic connections among
them (Soranno et al. 2010). It is notable that
researchers modeling nutrient flow to waterbodies
have incorporated spatial complexity of the landbased elements of the landscape much more than they
have incorporated the presence or spatial configuration of connected, with a few exceptions (e.g.,
Marcarelli and Wurtsbaugh 2007; Goodman et al.
2010; Powers et al. 2012).
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There is much evidence to suggest that upstream
waterbodies play an important role when modeling
nutrient transport from catchments to lakes. For
example, wetlands can be important sinks for nutrients
originating from agricultural and urban lands and they
may play a significant role in improving water quality
of downstream aquatic ecosystems (Baker 1992;
Zedler and Kercher 2005; Verhoeven et al. 2006).
However, the evidences for the specific effects of
wetlands on lake phosphorus concentration, in particular, are equivocal. For example, studies have shown
wetland cover to be positively related to downstream
waterbody phosphorus concentrations in some settings
(Devito et al. 2000; Fergus et al. 2011), but negatively
related to downstream waterbody phosphorus concentrations in other settings (Detenbeck et al. 1993; Fergus
et al. 2011). In addition, for upstream lakes, we would
expect them to be negatively related to downstream
lake nutrient concentrations because of sedimentation
and uptake within lakes that typically results in lower
outflow phosphorus concentrations compared to inflow
phosphorus concentrations (Ahlgren et al. 1988;
Malmaeus et al. 2006; Bryhn and Håkanson 2007;
Brett and Benjamin 2008). The fact that most detailed
studies of nutrient transport from land to lakes are
conducted on headwater lakes (i.e., lakes without
upstream lakes and few connected wetlands) shows
that the important role of connected waterbodies has
been recognized, but avoided due to the complexity of
modeling such connections. Therefore, studies are
needed that quantify the effects of both upstream lakes
and wetlands on downstream lakes so that phosphorus concentrations in larger catchments containing
upstream waterbodies can be better estimated.
Related to the above issues is the overall consideration of the trade-offs between complexity and simplicity in models. In response to these trade-offs, a wide
range of models with different levels of spatial
complexity have been developed, from non-spatial
empirical regression models to complex physicallybased and spatially-explicit models. Non-spatial
regression modeling uses simple landscape metrics as
predictors of nutrient loading to, or concentrations of,
waterbodies (e.g., Jones et al. 2001; Prepas et al. 2001;
Brett et al. 2005). These landscape metrics attempt to
capture relevant aspects of spatial pattern related to
nutrient transport. For modeling lake nutrients, such
indices can be divided into ones that characterize
landscape composition (e.g., percent agricultural land in
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a lake catchment), or ones that characterize landscape
configuration (e.g., contagion index of a lake catchment)
(Gémesi et al. 2011). This approach can be used to
explore and test the possible linkages between landscape
characteristics and nutrient dynamics and allows one to
easily include a large number of lakes because minimal
input data are needed. However, simple landscape
metrics may not capture the complexity of nutrient flow
from land to water. This fact makes it difficult to infer
the underlying hydrological processes that the models
are intended to represent.
At the other end of the complexity spectrum are
physically-based and spatially-explicit models that have
spatially-distributed variables and parameters. This
approach has become widely used to estimate nutrient
loading, as reviewed by Grayson et al. (1992), Bouraoui
(1994), Borah and Bera (2003, 2004), and Breuer et al.
(2008). These models are very useful for understanding
nutrient and water transport and they help improve finescale management practices (Borah and Bera 2004).
However, some practical difficulties prevent these
complex spatially-explicit models from being widely
and successfully used to estimate lake phosphorus concentrations. First, these models often require detailed
measurements of hydrology and nutrients that are not
typically available for most streams and lakes. Second,
some complex spatially-explicit models are computationally intensive. Applying them in heterogeneous and
large catchments can be extremely time-consuming.
Third, the spatio-temporal scales adopted in many
spatially-explicit models are not suitable for many
questions related to nutrient transport. For example,
some models use an hourly or daily time step, which is
too fine of a scale to examine processes that occur across
large catchments, while other models aggregate a
catchment into hydrological response units that are too
coarse to examine many questions related to spatial
heterogeneity of nutrient and water flow. Finally, because
many of these complex models have large numbers of
parameters, they tend to over-fit the calibration data and
may not have good predictive power for other catchments
(Grayson et al. 1992; Sivapalan 2003). In sum, both the
simple landscape metrics models and the most complex
spatially-explicit models have limitations for modeling
lake phosphorus. It is not clear from the literature what
level of spatial detail is needed to address the landscape
heterogeneity of catchments and the complexity of
hydrological processes for modeling phosphorus concentration in lakes.
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Our two objectives in this study were to: (1) develop
a spatially-explicit lake phosphorus concentration
model that is intermediate in complexity, requires only
publically available data as inputs, and is not computation-prohibitive when applied to a large number of
lake catchments; and (2) examine the effects of
upstream lakes and wetlands on modeled downstream
lake phosphorus concentrations. For Objective 1, we
developed a model (called the flow-path attenuation
model) that has three modules that estimate phosphorus
loading, water inflow, and phosphorus retention. For the
phosphorus loading and water inflow modules, we used
a spatially-explicit approach that modeled the export of
phosphorus and water at sources and their attenuation
along flow-paths. For the phosphorus retention module,
we used the Vollenweider model to estimate lake
phosphorus concentration change from lake’s inflow.
For Objective 2, we examined the effects of upstream
lakes on downstream lake phosphorus concentrations
by comparing the outputs of the calibrated model from
three additional datasets that contained increasing area
of upstream lakes. In this step, we predicted that for
lakes within increasing area of upstream lakes, the
phosphorus concentrations would be increasingly overestimated, suggesting trapping effects of upstream lakes
on downstream lake phosphorus concentrations. We
also examined the effects of upstream wetlands on
downstream lake phosphorus concentrations at two
scales. First, we compared the transport of phosphorus
and water between flow-path cell series that contained
wetlands and those that did not. Second, at the
catchment scale, we simulated a landscape in which
all wetland cells were converted to forest cells and
calculated downstream lake phosphorus concentrations. Unlike upstream lakes, for which we had clear
expectations of their effects on downstream lake
phosphorus concentrations, we expected that upstream
wetlands would have complex effects on the phosphorus concentration of downstream lakes that would be
difficult to predict in advance.

Methods
Study region and lake data
We studied 397 lakes that are distributed throughout
the state of Michigan (Fig. 1). Most lakes in Michigan
have been shaped by glaciers and glacial meltwater.
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Fig. 1 Study lakes and their catchments in the state of Michigan. From a–e, the lakes are for calibration, validation, and Evaluations
1–3, respectively

We excluded lakes that were considered to be
reservoirs or that contained sewage treatment plants
in their catchments because the effects of both
situations on water inflow or phosphorus loads were
difficult to quantify with available data. The lakes span
two orders of magnitude in size and their catchments
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also vary greatly in size and LULC composition
(Table 1).
Within the 397 study lakes, there were 189
headwater lakes that did not have sizable upstream
lakes (defined as having a cumulative upstream lake
area \15 ha). We randomly selected 161 lakes from
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Table 1 Characteristics of the study lakes and their catchments
Lake sets

Calibration
(N = 161)
Min

Max

Validation
(N = 28)
Med

Min

Max

Evaluation 1
(N = 71)
Med

Min

Max

Evaluation 2
(N = 68)
Med

Min

Max

Evaluation 3
(N = 69)
Med

Min

Max

Med

Lake area (km2)

0.2

41

0.5

0.1

40

1.1

0.2

19

0.8

0.2

35

1.0

0.2

70

1.3

Lake depth (m)

1

16

4

2

22

4.6

1

17

4.4

1.3

13

5.0

0.8

21

4.5

Catchment area (km2)

0.5

113

4

116

10

1.3

224

16

2.6

362

20

9.5

7,068

105

TP (lg L-1)

4

91

14

4

48

15

4

62

14

2

41

13

1

58

13

% Agriculture

0

69

7

0

57

16

0

70

19

0

58

18

0

55

22

% Urban

1

79

10

2

26

12

2

38

9

1

53

10

2

43

9

% Forest

2

86

38

12

77

43

6

78

39

3

78

36

15

85

43

% Wetland

1

46

13

3

53

11

5

61

17

4

57

19

6

49

21

0.7

The minimum, maximum, and median values are listed

these headwater lakes to calibrate our model, and we
used the other 28 lakes to validate the model (Fig. 1a,
b; Objective 1). We divided the remaining 208 lakes
into three datasets for evaluating the effects of
upstream lakes on modeled downstream phosphorus
concentrations (see below; Objective 2).
We used lake phosphorus concentration data,
specifically that sampled during spring turnover when
lake water is well mixed, collected by the USGS from
2001 to 2008 through the Lake Water Quality
Assessment monitoring program (Fuller and Minnerick 2008). Our subset of data represents sampling
during April (81 %) as well as late March and early
May (19 %).
Landscape and climate data
We delineated lake catchments for each of the 397
lakes using 1:24,000 stream data and 30 m flow
direction grid data as input of the Hydrology Tools in
ESRI ArcGIS 9.3. The stream data were from the
USGS National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) and the
flow direction grid data were from the USGS NHDPlus
dataset. The flow direction data were a hydrologic
derivative product of HydroDEM, which is a modified
digital elevation model produced using drainage
enforcement techniques (e.g., stream burning and
DEM filling techniques) on the National Elevation
Dataset and the National Hydrography Dataset (refer to
ftp://ftp.horizon-systems.com/NHDPlus/documentation/
NHDPLUS_UserGuide.pdf for more details about the
data processing of NHDPlus dataset). The catchment of a
lake includes all of the grids that drain into the lake or its

upstream lakes and streams. Hereafter, the final recipient
lake of a catchment is called the ‘‘focal lake’’ and the other
lakes in its catchment are called ‘‘upstream lakes’’.
We obtained 2007 LULC data from the USDA
Cropland Data Layer (CDL) for the state of Michigan
(http://www.nass.usda.gov/research/Cropland/SARS1a.
htm). We aggregated the CDL data into six LULC types:
pasture, row crop, forest, urban, wetland (which includes
both wetlands and small lakes), and focal lakes. We
aggregated LULC types to minimize the number of
parameters that were fit in the calibration step and
because rare LULC types could not be fit to the data. To
calculate the annual precipitation in each lake catchment,
we summed the monthly precipitation for the 12 months
prior to the lake phosphorus concentration sampling. The
monthly precipitation data were from the Parameterelevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model
(PRISM) datasets (http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/
products/). The spatial resolution of the precipitation
data is approximately 4 km, which is much coarser than
the other geographic data included in our model, but
matches the characteristics of smooth spatial variation
for annual precipitation.
Model approach
The complexity level of our flow-path attenuation
model falls between the simple multivariable regression models and the process-based models. The model
is spatially explicit but does not contain detailed
physical processes. Our flow-path attenuation model
contains three modules: phosphorus loading to lakes,
water inflow to lakes, and lake phosphorus retention.
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Phosphorus loading is defined as the amount of
phosphorus transported from land to a lake in a year.
Water inflow is the volume of incoming water to a lake
in a year. These two modules were used to calculate
the inflow phosphorus concentrations. Finally, we
calculated lake phosphorus concentrations using the
inflow phosphorus concentration and the third module,
the lake phosphorus retention module.
The phosphorus load module adopts the basic
concept of an export coefficient model. An export
coefficient is an estimate of the mass of a pollutant
exported from a unit area of a particular LULC type in
a year. Unlike the traditional export coefficient model
that ignores spatial heterogeneities of other factors that
govern nutrient export and delivery processes, our
module takes into consideration two important spatially-explicit factors: precipitation and nutrient attenuation. For the source cells, we included annual
precipitation, which is positively correlated with
nutrient export from a source area (Vanni et al.
2001; Wang and Choi 2005). For the grid cells along
flow-paths, we used delivery ratios to quantify the
attenuation effects on the nutrient flowing through
these cells. Delivery ratio of a grid cell is the fraction
of nutrient that is not trapped in that grid cell. We
distinguished terrestrial cells from wetland cells to
address their different delivery effects on phosphorus.
Thus, the effective phosphorus load from a source cell
to a lake is the product of the exported phosphorus at
the source cell and the cumulative delivery ratio of the
cells in its flow-path:

L¼

nj
6 X
X

ð1Þ

where l is the effective phosphorus load from a source
cell (kg year-1); p is the normalized annual precipitation factor of that source cell (normalized by the
average precipitation of the study area); E is its
phosphorus export coefficient (kg year-1); and R is
the cumulative delivery ratio of phosphorus, or the
product of delivery ratios (ri) of the cells along the
flow-path. Here, although different terrestrial or
wetland cell types may differ in their effectiveness at
trapping phosphorus (Detenbeck et al. 1993; AbuZreig et al. 2003; Diebel et al. 2009), we did not further
distinguish them into subtypes because our sample
size was too small to do so and we did not have good
information on wetland types.
The total phosphorus load to a lake (L) is:
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ð2Þ

where j refers to the LULC type and nj is the number of
grid cells of j type in the catchment. Besides the five
LULC types in the catchment, the focal lake is
regarded as a special LULC type with the cumulative
delivery ratio (R) of one because the direct phosphorus
load to a lake cell (e.g., the atmospheric load and
internal load) contributes entirely to the load.
The module of water inflow to lakes is similar in
concept to the module of phosphorus loads to lakes.
Water yield from a source grid cell is not only affected
by its LULC type but also is proportional to its annual
precipitation. Water will decrease as passing through a
grid cell, and the fraction of delivered water is
different between terrestrial and wetland cells. Thus,
the annual water inflow to a lake (Q, in m3 year-1) is:
Q ¼ Acell 

nj
6 X
X

Pij  wj  Sij

ð3Þ

j¼1 i¼1

where Acell is the area of a grid cell (m2); P is the
annual precipitation depth at each cell (m year-1); w is
a factor that compensates for other anthropogenic or
natural water losses or gains (e.g., evapotranspiration,
irrigation, groundwater discharges/recharges); and S is
the cumulative delivery ratio of water along the flowpath. With L and Q, phosphorus concentration of
inflow (l L-1) is given by:
TPin ¼

l ¼ p  E  r1  r2   ¼ p  E  R

pij  Ej  Rij

j¼1 i¼1

L
 106
Q

ð4Þ

where 106 is the coefficient for unit conversion.
Equation (3) is a coarse model for estimating water
yield from the landscape, especially in the Great Lakes
region where hydrological routing and base flow are
broadly affected by glacial geology and groundwater
characteristics (Winter 1999; Neff et al. 2005).
However, simulating water flow in a more accurate
way for nearly 400 ungauged catchments that span the
state of Michigan requires introducing many additional parameters and unavailable data. We developed
this simpler model to keep the parameters few enough
to make calibration feasible with our sample size.
For the lake phosphorus retention module, we
tested several models and adopted the widely-used
Vollenweider model (Vollenweider 1976) because it
had the best performance as measured by R2 (Zhang,
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unpublished data). The Vollenweider model can be
rewritten as (Brett and Benjamin 2008):
TP ¼

TPin
1 þ rs

ð5Þ

where TP is the lake phosphorus concentration (lg L-1);
r is the first-order rate coefficient for phosphorus loss
from the lake (year-1); and s is the mean hydraulic
residence time (year), which is given by:
s¼

Vlake Alake  Dlake
¼
Q
Q

ð6Þ

where Vlake, Alake, and Dlake are the lake volume (m3),
lake area (m2), and lake mean depth (m), respectively.
Model calibration and validation
To calibrate the model, we used a simulated annealing
optimization method (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983) to
determine the parameter estimates that minimized the
root of mean squared error (RMSE) between observed
and predicted lake phosphorus concentrations. We
then applied the calibrated model in the validation
dataset and evaluated the predictive performance of the
calibrated model. We quantified several metrics to
evaluate the calibration and validation results. For
calibration, the three metrics were Nash-Sutcliffe
model Efficiency coefficient (NSE), R2, and RMSE.
For validation, the four metrics were NSE, R2, RMSE,
and the percent bias (PBIAS). NSE indicates how well
the plot of predicted versus observed data fits the 1:1
line and PBIAS measures the average tendency of the
simulated data to be larger or smaller than their
observed counterparts (Moriasi et al. 2007).
Assessing the effects of upstream lakes
and wetlands on lake phosphorus concentrations

area as measured by two metrics: (1) total upstream
lake area (Aup in ha) and (2) the lake areal ratio,
defined as the ratio between the upstream lakes and the
focal lake (Aup/Afocal, unitless). Including lake areal
ratio in this criterion is consistent with using the lake
influence index (Snelder and Biggs 2002) to estimate
the effect of upstream lakes on controlling downstream flow and sediment regimes. The definition of
these three datasets is in Table 2 and the locations of
these lakes and their catchments are shown in Fig. 1c–e.
For convenience, we hereafter call the three datasets
Evaluations 1–3. We quantified the performance of the
flow-path attenuation model for these three evaluation
datasets to study the effect of increasing upstream lake
prevalence on predicting lake phosphorus concentrations. We compared their PBIAS values to determine
whether increasing amounts of upstream lakes result
in increased bias in the model’s prediction.
We evaluated the effects of catchment wetlands on
focal lake phosphorus concentrations at two scales.
First, at the scale of the flow-path cell-series, we
compared the change of phosphorus load and concentration between a cell-series with only terrestrial
LULC types and a cell-series that starts with terrestrial
cells and ends with wetland cells. Then, at the scale of
the catchment, we reran the flow-path attenuation
model using the calibration lake dataset but with a
simulated landscape within which all existing wetlands were converted to terrestrial land (i.e., forest
land) and compared the differences in predicted
phosphorus loading to the focal lakes between the
two scenarios.

Results
Spatially-explicit phosphorus concentration model

For our second objective, we divided the 208 lakes that
had upstream lakes in their catchments into three
datasets with increasing amounts of upstream lake

The calibration and validation results implied that
our spatially-explicit flow-path attenuation model

Table 2 Definition of the datasets used to evaluate the effect of upstream lakes
Name

N

Definition

Evaluation 1

71

ðAup \60 haÞ \ ðAup =Afocal \0:5Þ

Evaluation 2

68

ðAup \200 haÞ \ ðAup =Afocal \2Þ  Evaluation1

Evaluation 3

69

ðAup [ 200 haÞ [ ðAup =Afocal [ 2Þ

Aup means the total upstream lake area and Afocal means the area of focal lake. N is the number of lakes in each dataset
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Fig. 2 The predicted versus
observed plots for the
calibration (a) and
validation (b) of the flowpath attenuation model.
Each data point is a lake.
The solid lines are 1:1 lines.
The dashed lines are
regression lines between
predicted phosphorus
concentrations and observed
phosphorus concentrations
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a

performed fairly well when estimating lake phosphorus concentration for headwater lakes (Fig. 2). For
calibration, the NSE and R2 values were 0.417. In
validation, the NSE value was 0.521 and the R2 value
was 0.555. The PBIAS value was 3.6 %, indicating
that the model did not overestimate or underestimate
lake phosphorus concentrations.
The parameter estimation results of the flow-path
attenuation model are summarized in Table 3. Agricultural land use was the most important source of
phosphorus in our calibrated flow-path attenuation
model (Table 3). The phosphorus export coefficients
of pasture and row crop were 0.946 and 0.601 kg
year-1 ha-1, respectively. A possible reason that our
estimated pasture export coefficient was higher than
that of crop may be because intensive animal feeding
operations may have made the pasture plots a very
important source of phosphorus (Beckert et al. 2011).
In contrast, the phosphorus export coefficient of
wetlands was only 0.121 kg year-1 ha-1, which is
lower than all terrestrial LULC types. Lakes also
had a small positive phosphorus export coefficient
(0.060 kg year-1 ha-1). This result is consistent
with the fact that during spring turnover season,
oxygenated water is often introduced to a previously
anoxic hypolimnion and injects sediment-bound
phosphorus into the water column. For the flowpath attenuation effects, the half-decay distance of
phosphorus and water in terrestrial LULC types
were 227 m and 932 m, respectively. In contrast, the
half-decay distance for phosphorus and water in
wetlands was only about 30 m.
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b

Effects of upstream lakes and wetlands
on downstream lake phosphorus concentrations
When examining the effects of upstream lakes on
focal lake phosphorus concentrations, we found a
trend of increasing bias towards the overestimation
of phosphorus concentration in the evaluation datasets. PBIAS values were -17.9 %, -40.8 %, and
-67.7 %, respectively for Evaluation 1, Evaluation 2,
and Evaluation 3 datasets (Fig. 3). Accordingly, the
paired t test for the observed and predicted phosphorus
concentrations showed that the prediction bias became
significant in Evaluation 2 and 3 (p \ 0.01 with a
confidence level of 0.95). Therefore, in our flow-path
attenuation model, lake phosphorus concentration was
increasingly overestimated in the evaluation datasets
when upstream lakes were not included in the model.
This was especially notable when we compared these
values to those PBIAS calculated for the validation
dataset (3.6 %) that contained no, or very minor
amounts of, upstream lakes (Fig. 2b). This model
result implies that as upstream lake area and its ratio to
focal lake area increases, the phosphorus concentrations in downstream lakes decreases. This result is
consistent with the lake phosphorus retention module
(i.e., the Vollenweider model) that shows that lakes
with large volume have high phosphorus retention and
thus reduce the phosphorus flowing to their downstream lakes.
For the effects of wetlands on downstream lake
phosphorus concentrations, as mentioned above, wetlands have a phosphorus export efficient lower than
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Table 3 Model parameter calibration results
Parameter

Terrestrial

Wetland

Lake

Pasture

Rowcrop

Forest

Urban

Phosphorus export coefficient

0.946 (0.103)

0.601 (0.118)

0.400 (0.047)

0.272 (0.065)

0.121 (0.059)

0.060 (0.016)

Water yield depth

0.017 (0.155)

1.091 (0.174)

1.969 (0.163)

0.765 (0.223)

0.001 (0.275)

0.761 (0.091)

Phosphorus delivery ratio

0.737 (\0.034)

0.100 (\0.059)

–

Water delivery ratio

0.928 (\0.019)

0.100 (\0.059)

–

Phosphorus loss rate in lake

1.09 9 10-2 (3.68 9 10-2)

Phosphorus export coefficients are in the unit of kg ha-1 year-1 and water yield depths are in the unit of m year-1. They are the
estimations in the condition of annual precipitation of 0.851 m. Phosphorus and water delivery ratios are unitless and are ratios over a
flow length of 100 m. Phosphorus loss rates in lake are in the unit of year-1. Their approximate standard deviation values are given in
the parentheses under the condition that the covariances among parameters are ignored

the export coefficient of any terrestrial land use type.
We also found that wetlands were more effective at
trapping phosphorus and water than other terrestrial
LULC types. Because phosphorus is attenuated
quickly in wetlands, wetlands often act as important
sinks for phosphorus accumulated in upslope landscapes. However, because phosphorus concentration
is affected not only by the phosphorus loads, but also
by the water inflow, the overall impact of wetlands on
their downstream lake phosphorus concentrations may
be complex.
We explored the influence of wetlands on phosphorus concentration at two scales: the scale of
flow-path cell-series and the scale of catchment. In
the flow-path cell-series analysis in which we compared terrestrial versus wetland flow-paths, the cumulative phosphorus loading increased consistently
through the terrestrial-only cell series, whereas the
loading sharply declined at wetland cells in the
terrestrial-wetland cell series (Fig. 4a). However,
because wetlands cells were sinks for both phosphorus
and water, they did not necessarily reduce the inflow
phosphorus concentration to lakes (Fig. 4b). On the
contrary, phosphorus concentrations in the wetland
cells were higher than those in the terrestrial cells
because the rate of water loss from the wetland cell
was higher than the rate of phosphorus attenuation.
When we simulated the conversion of wetland to
forest cover at the catchment scale, we found that
phosphorus loads and water inflow to focal lakes
increased and lake hydraulic residence time decreased
in most cases (Fig. 5a–c). The effect of increased
water inflow dominated the effect of increased

phosphorus loads in most lakes, resulting in a lower
inflow phosphorus concentration in the converted
landscape than in the original landscape that contained
wetlands. The increased water inflow rate reduced the
lake phosphorus retention effect. In sum, the net result
of converting wetlands to forest in this simulation was
a decrease in phosphorus concentrations in most
downstream focal lakes (Fig. 5d) despite the fact that
phosphorus loads increased.

Discussion and conclusions
Our results lend support to the importance of including
spatially-explicit factors related to both terrestrial and
freshwater features when modeling lake phosphorus
concentrations. Specifically, we demonstrated the
potential importance of upstream lakes and catchment
wetlands for modeling and understanding variation in
lake phosphorus concentrations. Our model results
suggest that upstream lakes decrease the phosphorus concentrations in downstream lakes, whereas
upstream wetlands increase phosphorus concentrations in a large portion of downstream lakes. According to our simulation results, this seemingly
counterintuitive effect of upstream wetlands is likely
related to the complex effects of upstream wetlands on
both phosphorus loads and water inflow (which
collectively determine inflow phosphorus concentration), as well as the hydraulic residence time of the
downstream lake. However, wetlands are temporally
and spatially heterogeneous in their vegetation,
hydrology, and biogeochemistry (Bowden 1987;
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Detenbeck et al. 1996; Tompkins et al. 1997; Bedford
et al. 1999; Reddy and DeLaune 2008). In our flowpath attenuation model, we did not consider the
heterogeneity of those factors. Therefore, further
research that includes such wetland heterogeneity
should improve our ability to infer the complex effects
of wetlands on lake phosphorus conditions.
Modeling lake phosphorus concentrations is more
complicated than modeling lake phosphorus loads
because of the need to estimate water inflow. Water
inflow estimation plays an important role in quantifying lake phosphorus concentrations because it not only
relates to the calculation of inflow phosphorus
concentrations, but also affects the simulation of inlake phosphorus retention (Imboden 1974; Ahlgren
et al. 1988). Our module for estimating water inflow is
not a detailed process-based hydrological model.
Rather, it is simple in concept, easy to apply, and
does not require data from gauged streams. As a result,
we have provided an approach to model lake phosphorus concentrations that will be useful for quantifying the effects of certain landscape composition and
configuration properties on lake phosphorus concentrations across a wide variety of lakes.
Effects of upstream lakes on lake phosphorus
concentrations

c

Fig. 3 The evaluation results of the flow-path attenuation
model for each of the datasets that contain increasing amounts of
upstream lakes area (Evaluations 1–3). Each data point is a lake.
The solid lines are 1:1 lines. The dashed lines are the regression
lines between predicted phosphorus concentrations and
observed phosphorus concentrations
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Under steady state conditions, phosphorus retention in
the form of lake sedimentation makes lake phosphorus
concentrations lower than input phosphorus concentrations, as implied in the Vollenweider model that we
adopted in our lake phosphorus retention module (Eq.
(5)). Consequently, the phosphorus load transferred
from an upstream lake to a downstream lake is usually
lower than the phosphorus load to the upstream lake. If
water inflow to a lake is constant, reducing phosphorus
loading to a lake should result in a proportional
reduction in lake phosphorus concentrations (Brett and
Benjamin 2008). Therefore, it is expected that if all
other things are equal, a lake with upstream lakes will
have a lower phosphorus concentration than a lake
without upstream lake. The trend we found of
increasing overestimation bias for lake phosphorus
concentrations in Evaluations 1–3 is consistent with
this hypothesis that upstream lakes reduce the phosphorus concentrations of downstream lakes and that
larger upstream lake area will result in a larger
reduction of downstream phosphorus concentrations.
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Fig. 4 Plots of phosphorus cumulative loads (a), water
cumulative outflow (b), and phosphorus concentration (c) versus
flow distance of a flow-path for terrestrial-wetland cell series
(solid) and terrestrial-only cell series (dashed). In the case of the

terrestrial-wetland cell series, the wetland cells begin at the fifth
cell (150 m) and continue from there. Only two terrestrial
LULC types (pasture and forest) are presented because the
patterns are similar for all terrestrial types

Although these results make ecological sense, one
may argue that the above results might be due to other
variables that are correlated to upstream lake area. The
most likely candidate for such a confounding relationship is focal lake catchment area. In our dataset, we did
find that the rank of focal lake catchment area is
significantly correlated with the rank of two upstream
lake area metrics (q = 0.79 and 0.76 for the total area
of upstream lakes and the maximum lake area respectively, p \ 0.001). Because others have suggested that
catchment area can influence nutrient transport over
land (Prairie and Kalff 1986; Alexander et al. 2002;
Smith et al. 2003a), we evaluated the potential effects
of focal lake catchment area on our PBIAS results
using two methods. First, we compared catchment
areas across all four datasets, and, although there is a
trend of increasing focal lake catchment area across the
four datasets, there are large overlaps in the catchment
areas among them (Table 1). Because of these overlaps, it is likely that the interpretation of the PBIAS
trend across the validation and evaluation datasets has
more to do with the larger differences in upstream lake
area than the smaller differences in catchment area
across these datasets. Second, to assess whether
the continuously increasing overestimation bias across
the four datasets was due to increasing catchment
area instead of increasing upstream lake area, we

re-classified the lakes into evaluation and validation
datasets using catchment area instead of upstream lake
area. For these new groups, the PBIAS values (from
low to high catchment areas) are -18.4 %, -10.6 %,
-40.8 %, and -66.3 %. Thus, the PBIAS values for
the validation datasets using catchment area did not
increase as smoothly with increasing values of catchment area as did for increasing values of upstream lake
area. However, the two validation datasets with the
largest catchment areas clearly have the highest
PBIAS, which suggests that increasing catchment area
likely contributes to the lack of model fit in addition to
increasing upstream lake area. Unfortunately, due to
the co-linearity of these two variables, we could not
fully tease apart the effects of each on the observed
PBIAS trend across the four datasets.
The effect of upstream lakes on the phosphorus
concentrations of their downstream lakes likely
depends on several other factors in addition to the
area of upstream lakes. For example, the depth of
upstream lakes should also affect phosphorus concentrations of downstream lakes. As Eq. (5) shows, the
ratio between input phosphorus concentration and lake
phosphorus concentration is largely determined by
lake hydraulic residence time, which is inversely
proportional to lake area and mean depth (Eq. (6)).
Therefore, a deeper upstream lake should result in a
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Fig. 5 Comparisons between two different landscapes: a
landscape with wetlands as in the calibration dataset (X axis)
and a simulated landscape in which wetlands have been
converted to forested land (Y axis) for lake phosphorus loads
(a), lake annual inflow (b), lake hydraulic residence time (c),

and lake phosphorus concentration (d). Each data point is a lake.
The solid lines are 1:1 lines. In the converted landscape, the lake
phosphorus concentration is decreased despite the loading
increases in most cases

lower phosphorus load to its downstream lakes than a
shallow upstream lake, given the same area of the two
upstream lakes and the same phosphorus and water
input to them. Different types of lakes may also have
different impacts on their downstream lakes. A
seepage lake has no or little downstream phosphorus
loss through surface runoff. Therefore, we expect that

seepage lakes would retain phosphorus more effectively than drainage lakes. If a focal lake has a seepage
lake within its catchment, the focal lake’s phosphorus
loading should be less than if there was a drainage lake
upstream or no lake upstream. However, because
seepage lakes usually retrain both more water and
more phosphorus than drainage lakes, the phosphorus
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concentration of the focal lake with a seepage lake in
its catchment would not necessarily be lower than the
same focal lake with a drainage lake upstream.
Effects of upstream wetlands on lake phosphorus
concentrations
In our modeling scenario, wetlands had a complex role
in altering lake phosphorus concentrations. The simulation results of our flow-path attenuation model
imply that wetlands have three main effects on lake
phosphorus concentrations. First, wetlands can retain a
large amount of phosphorus from their inflow water
(Fig. 5a), as reviewed by Johnston (1991), Reddy et al.
(1999), and Fisher and Acreman (2004). Second,
wetlands can retain a large amount of their inflowing
water (Fig. 5b), which also has been demonstrated
with field studies quantifying water yield from wetlands. For example, studies have found that during
spring, wetlands may yield less runoff than upland
cover types because of their large hydraulic storage
capacity, extensive evapotranspiration of plants, or
other factors (Taylor and Pierson 1985; Devito 1997;
Tompkins et al. 1997; Smerdon et al. 2007). Third,
because of wetlands’ effects of reducing water inflow
to downstream lakes, upstream wetlands can increase
the hydraulic residence time in downstream lakes
(Fig. 5c) and thus result in more phosphorus being
retained in lakes. Among these three effects, the
effects of retaining phosphorus in wetlands and
increasing the residence time in downstream lakes
tend to reduce lake phosphorus concentration, whereas
the mechanism of retaining water in wetlands tends to
increase the lake phosphorus concentration.
Whether the overall effect of wetlands is to increase
or decrease lake phosphorus concentration depends on
the relative magnitude of the above three effects under
the specific landscape setting of the lake catchment.
Our flow-path attenuation model suggests that at the
scale of a flow-path cell-series, the water reduction
effect of wetland cells should exceed their phosphorus
retention effect and thus predicts that the presence of
wetland cells will result in higher phosphorus concentration at the end of the flow-path (Fig. 4b). Similar
patterns have been found in field studies of wetlands
(e.g., Kadlec and Bevis 1990; White and Bayley
2001). In our model, this effect of wetlands makes the
phosphorus concentrations lower for most lakes in the
simulated landscape with wetlands converted to
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forested land (Fig. 5d). However, in that simulation,
there were a few lakes whose predicted phosphorus
concentrations were higher than those in the unconverted landscape (Fig. 5d). The increased hydraulic
residence time mentioned above may have offset the
increase of phosphorus concentration in the wetland-related flow-paths in these cases. The specific
landscape composition and configuration of the
catchments may be another factor mediating wetland
effects on downstream lake phosphorus concentrations. For example, Woltemade (2000) found that the
performance of constructed wetlands that receive crop
field drainage water varied considerably with the
wetland size relative to the drainage area and the
wetland location in the focal lake catchment. In
addition, Prepas et al. (2001) found that in wetlanddominated catchments, lake phosphorus concentration
was positively correlated with percent wetland cover
in the catchment whereas in upland-dominated catchments there was no such relationship between percent
wetland cover and lake phosphorus concentrations.
The complex effects of wetlands described above
may help explain two paradoxes that exist in the
literature. The first is the varied response of phosphorus concentrations within wetlands. High phosphorus
concentrations usually have been found to decline
within constructed treatment wetlands along the flow
direction, but increased phosphorus concentrations
have also been observed in some wetlands and in some
seasons or for some phosphorus forms (e.g., Kadlec
and Bevis 1990; White and Bayley 2001; Ontkean
et al. 2003; Reinhardt et al. 2005). This inconsistency
may be due to differences in inflow phosphorus
concentrations between constructed treatment wetlands and natural headwater wetlands. When inflow
phosphorus concentration of a wetland is very high, it
is likely that the wetland’s effect on phosphorus
retention exceeds its effect on consuming water and
thus makes the phosphorus concentration lower at the
outlet of wetland. It is also possible that other factors
such as internal loading may contribute to the increase
of phosphorus concentration in some wetlands.
Second, although wetlands often remove phosphorus, the percent wetland in the catchment and lake
phosphorus concentrations are sometimes paradoxically positively correlated (e.g., Detenbeck et al. 1993;
Devito et al. 2000; Prepas et al. 2001; Zedler 2003;
Verhoeven et al. 2006; Fergus et al.. 2011). In this
study, we also observed a positive correlation between
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percent wetland and lake phosphorus concentrations
(Zhang, unpublished data). This paradox may be
partly explained by incorporating the effect of water
retention in wetlands. Although wetlands are important phosphorus sinks and reduce a large amount of
phosphorus loading for their downstream lakes, our
results imply that their net effect on downstream lake
phosphorus concentrations is more complex due to
their effects on water flow as well. Understanding the
implications of wetlands on downstream lake phosphorus concentration requires detailed landscape and
hydrological information about the catchments of
individual wetland units (Tompkins et al. 1997).
Advantages and limitations of our modeling
approach
Although our model results and simulations have
shown some complex effects of upstream lakes and
wetlands on downstream lake phosphorus concentrations, the true effects of these freshwater systems are
much more complex than described above. Our
simulation approaches are highly-simplified and do
not model the actual processes occurring in these
complex ecosystems. For example, we adopted coarse
LULC types to ensure the feasibility of calibration
with our limited sample size. For the same reason, we
did not distinguish among different wetland types
which may have different hydrological and biochemical functions in nutrient loading. We assumed that
phosphorus export and water yield were both linearly
correlated with precipitation. In addition, we were not
able to include a wide range of factors that could
potentially affect the production and transportation of
phosphorus and water, such as catchment slope, soil,
vegetation, livestock, geology, and groundwater characteristics. The lake phosphorus retention module
(Vollenweider model) was also a highly-simplified
model that does not consider many specific factors in
lake phosphorus dynamics (such as wind, temperature,
and lake profile). All of these limitations affect the
performance of our models and contribute to the
moderate predicative power we attained. Finally,
because there are no measurement of phosphorus
loads and lake inflow, we had to simultaneously fit the
three modules (phosphorus loading to lakes, water
inflow to lakes, and lake phosphorus retention). Thus,
there was no chance to evaluate the performance of the
modules individually.
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Despite the limitations mentioned above, our flowpath attenuation model can be used to provide insights
into the spatially-explicit modeling of nonpoint source
pollution to lakes. This model is located at an
intermediate level of complexity between simple
regression models and complex process-based models,
and we show that the effects of upstream lakes and
wetlands are fairly complex but potentially predictable, and should be studied further. When exploring
the relationship between catchment LULC characteristics and nutrient loading in waterbodies, such models
may prove to be useful prior to engaging in exhaustive,
process-based modeling (Baker et al. 2006).
Empirical modeling has been found to be a useful
method to study the roles of landscape composition
and configuration patterns in nonpoint source nutrient
loading (e.g., Johnson et al. 2001; Jones et al. 2001;
Smith et al. 2003b; Weller et al. 2003; Cifaldi et al.
2004; Soranno et al. 2008; Gémesi et al. 2011; Fergus
et al. 2011). However, consideration of more theoretical simulation-type models such as ours has the
potential to serve as another way to study the
importance of spatial configuration and composition
on ecosystem processes such as nutrient dynamics
(e.g., Levine 1992; Hunsaker and Levine 1995;
Soranno et al. 1996; Weller et al. 1998; Giasson
et al. 2002; Canham et al. 2004; Gergel 2005; Zhang
2011). These studies on landscape-scale nutrient
dynamics have shed light on the possibility of
exploring and testing the relationships among specific
landscape metrics and nutrient loading through simulations of simple theoretical models. Coupling the
two approaches should further our understanding
about these relationships. On one hand, patterns
observed in model simulation results can facilitate
the design of new landscape metrics that can be
applied broadly. On the other hand, the landscape
metrics that have been identified to govern nutrient
loading in an empirical study can be further verified in
models such as ours by comparing their roles on
nutrient loading in different simulated scenarios.
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